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Laura Db Australias Most Wanted
Psychotherapist Model Healing The World 

Sydney , Australia, 25.01.2018, 07:43 Time

USPA NEWS - Take one of Australia's most desired 'Fashion Catwalk, TV and Commercial Print models then talk to her about her
ambitions,her life and you soon discover she is one of, if not 'THE' most educated and intelligent model in the country.Laura Db may
seem like just your average high profile beauty on a catwalk but what makes her so headhunted by corporations is her credibility and
authenticity understanding what the client wants as an end result. Laura Db proudly holds an 'Undergraduate Degree in Education
Linguistics' as well as 'Postgraduate studies in Counseling and Psychotherapy'. Take years of modelling experience and an
information packed Blog to help you over come 'Fear' to coming to terms and dealing with a breakup. Laura Db spends her days in
'Welfare' for Australian Tertiary Providers helping others and after hours being pampered by makeup, cameras and beautiful couture
shooting for catalogues and TV Commercials.. 

I asked Laura to tell me about where she gets her determination and perfectionist attitude to be the best at anything she does?
"I have a hectic life but I keep a routine where I can exercise, eat healthy and spend time with the people that I love", said Laura Db.
With exotic Mediterranean looks she will soon be seen on an Austrian campaign modelling for Angel Meets Devil Beachwear wearing
Haute Couture Crochet which will definitely delight her growing fan base. Sabine Gaisbauer of AMD Beachwear based in Leonding ,
Austria said , " I am so honored to have Laura Db model for me across the World in Sydney Australia and my team are creating
something special for her now". Born in Vicenza, Italy the well toned model aims to be the best in what she does. " What ever I do, I do
it with passion and passion gives me the determination to set high standard goals and my clients see this in every assignment", smiled
Laura Db.

Can you tell us about your favorite Client? "I am often asked this question and I always say that I am grateful for all my assignments, I
love them all". She went on to say. " I meet some amazing people, I can´t name a favorite, they equally as amazing".

I asked Laura Db if she could change the world of modelling with a wave of the wand, what would she change? "I always had great
experiences as a model and despite what some people think I find it a very healthy environment.
Perhaps I would change many myths that are in people´s mind about what the modelling world is like".

Finally I asked Laura Db. "If you were to offer some advice to models new to the industry what would it be? " Be humble and reliable
and remember that there are many beautiful people out there. what makes the difference is beauty within.

As part of Laura's job she counsels and supports both local and international young adults who are experiencing hardship and
personal issues. "I am passionate about supporting individuals in their daily struggles, helping them overcome fears and embracing
change. I recently joined the Feel Supported counseling service as an online Counseling Specialist and Psychotherapist. I've worked
in the education sector for more than 7 years and further to obtaining my counseling qualifications in 2013 I started working in Welfare
for a leading tertiary study institution in Sydney where I am currently employed".
Recently appointed 'Celebrity Brand Model' for Gold Coast Brand Aphrodite Cosmetics CEO Julie Wheelan said. "Aphrodite
Cosmetics is proud to have such an amazing model representing us. Millions have seen her on Television Commercials for Bing Lee,
Johnston & Bell Clothing, Pacific Boating, The Saxo Bank , Channel 7 Fashion Segments and many fashion catalogues such as
Pitman Clothing and Redcarpet Runway. Laura Db can be booked for your next campaign by contacting “˜Wink Models´ or “˜The
Right Fit´. We are proud to support Laura Db and insure she never needs for makeup for a long time to come and give her fans and
followers a lovely discount simply by mentioning ´Love Laura´".

"Every day is a new opportunity to discover who we are and to embrace who we want to be."

"I have myself so much that I still want to accomplish and learn in my life and I am already hunting for who I have not yet become."
...Love Laura Db.

Audrey Hepburn once said, “The beauty of a woman is not in a facial mole,but true beauty in a Woman is reflected in her soul. It is the



caring that she lovingly gives, the passion that she knows.“� ....Namaste
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